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Abstract
Sustainable reimbursement is key for medical artificial intelligence (AI) to benefit patients

and populations at scale; however, achieving reimbursement is complex and requires the

support of various stakeholders. We explain the roles of the different stakeholders and

the extent to which reimbursement mechanisms, including fee-for-service and value-

based care, align stakeholder interests and facilitate the scaling of medical AI adoption.

A key challenge facing medical artificial intelligence (AI) is translating it into real-
world adoption to improve patient outcomes. Once rigorous evidence of safety,
effectiveness, equity, and interoperability has been established and regulatory

requirements have been met, financial sustainability is imperative. This, in turn, requires suc-
cessfully aligning the incentives of stakeholders, including patients, providers, payers, regula-
tors, and AI creators.1 Although this alignment is needed worldwide, the U.S. health care
system illustrates this point adeptly; in addition, U.S. reimbursement decisions are monitored
closely by health systems outside the United States. The current article examines which pay-
ment or reimbursement models, including fee-for-service (FFS) payment models, value-based
care (VBC) payment models, and hypothetical AI-specific revenue-sharing models, may best
address the financial sustainability of medical AI in the U.S. health care system.

The recent NEJM AI article by Wu et al.2 quantified real-world uptake of medical AI using
commercial payer claims data rather than survey data and illustrates this point well; reim-
bursement, under appropriate guardrails,3 is key to real-world adoption at scale. Their find-
ings confirm anecdotal evidence that some form of financial return, typically under the
FFS mechanism, is a key factor in the successful scaling of medical AI.

This perspective examines Food and Drug Administration (FDA)–regulated medical AI sys-
tems intended for use by clinicians; consumer-facing AI and administrative AI are beyond
the current scope. Clinicians use AI when for a specific patient, it may provide actionable
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clinical information; has the potential to improve clinical
outcomes, patient satisfaction, or efficiency; and in many
cases, meets the constraints set by payers and other stake-
holders. Clinicians, as intermediaries, also receive reim-
bursement for the costs and resource usage they incur for
the AI service.

For AI systems to be reimbursable, they must show real-
world effectiveness in improving clinical outcomes, health
equity, clinician productivity, and cost-effectiveness while
adhering to rigorous ethical standards.4-6 Collectively,
such evidence provides the scientific basis for scaling safe,
effective, and interoperable medical AI. Encouragingly,
emerging evidence from randomized, controlled trials
highlights the impact of autonomous AI for diabetic eye
examinations of primary care patients to improve health
equity,7 physician productivity,8 and adherence to appro-
priate care7,9 at scale. Meeting these foundational criteria
is a prerequisite for adopting AI in health care, but even
among the FDA-authorized AI systems — 692 to date10 —

many do not meet all these criteria. As a result, clearing
these hurdles does not guarantee the adoption of such AI
at scale. Although attempts have been made to create self-
regulation around these foundational criteria, such as
FDA’s precertification program,11 the impact has yet to be
shown, possibly because of the almost insurmountable
hurdles they would create for smaller, often physician-led
AI start-ups that have been leading medical AI innovation
to date. As patient characteristics and standards of care
shift, AI systems must undergo continuous updates and
regulatory reassessment, which in turn, require funding,
and that must come from somewhere.

Without financial sustainability, adoption at scale is not
achievable, even for an AI system that meets the afore-
mentioned foundational criteria. Consider the recent
case of Pear Therapeutics; this well-funded developer of
AI therapeutic software received numerous regulatory
approvals, established distribution partnerships, and gen-
erated ample evidence of improved patient outcomes.
However, all of this could not compensate for the lack of
reimbursement, leading to the company’s demise last
year.12 Patients will never be able to access the proven
benefits of this AI technology.

Given the pivotal role of reimbursement in the widespread
adoption of medical AI, it is critical to understand who
determines reimbursement policies and the framework
that guides those decisions. This perspective begins with
an examination of potential reimbursement mechanisms.

We primarily examine public reimbursement decisions
and processes, including those of the U.S. Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), as commercial
payers in the medical AI space are often quick to follow
the CMS lead (in fact, the inflection point in figure 2 in the
article by Wu et al.2 for “diabetic retinopathy” followed
immediately from nationwide CMS Medicare reimburse-
ment). We consider beyond the scope of this article, legis-
lative pathways, such as amending the Social Security
Act,13 to create AI reimbursement, as well as patient out-
of-pocket payments, as self-evident or raising health
equity concerns.

A sustainable reimbursement model must meet the fol-
lowing criteria as also documented by the CMS3: ensure
trust and patient benefit, by meeting foundational criteria
and an ethical framework, as outlined, and thus able to
address stakeholder concerns proactively, including the
mitigation of racial, ethnic, and other biases14; ensure
appropriate utilization and avoidance of overutilization;
ensure financial sustainability; ensure a relatively short
path length; and allow informed deployment decisions by
medical professionals, health systems, and payers through
transparency in estimating financial impact.

We first consider the traditional FFS approach, which
treats services provided by medical AI similarly to how
new drugs or medical devices are reimbursed. Multiple AI
systems are already reimbursable under the FFS model, as
shown by Wu et al.2 For the AI developer, this approach
carries substantial risk in terms of time and resources; it
may not be the optimal way to bring the promise of medi-
cal AI to the greatest number of patients, and some sug-
gest that it may exacerbate health disparities.15 Despite
such limitations, FFS meets many of the aforementioned
criteria and may be appropriate for AI because health care
systems are adept at assessing the financial impact of new
technologies under it. Such transparency makes it easier
to understand the potential financial benefits of specific
AI systems. In particular, FFS reimbursement through a
Category I Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) code
under the Physician Fee Schedule (PFS), the Outpatient
Prospective Payment System (OPPS), and the Inpatient
Prospective Payment System (IPPS) provides financial sus-
tainability unlike temporary mechanisms, such as the New
Technology Add-on Payments or Medicare Coverage of
Innovative Technologies, which are time limited.1

Next, we consider VBC, in which providers are
reimbursed on the basis of patient- or population-related
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metrics.15 Recently, there has been a significant shift from
FFS to VBC,16 and various forms of VBC accounted for
approximately 60% of the total $4.3 trillion in U.S. health
care spending in 2022.17 Merit-Based Incentive Payment
Systems (MIPS),18 the Healthcare Effectiveness Data and
Information Set (HEDIS),19 Hierarchical Condition Cate-
gory (HCC)/Risk Adjustment Factors (RAF),20-23 and full
risk capitation24 are relevant prominent examples of VBC.
These VBC mechanisms also meet many of the aforemen-
tioned criteria and may have significantly fewer statutory
and regulatory constraints. As Abramoff et al.1 documen-
ted, obtaining authorization for autonomous AI to “count”
toward closing care gaps for MIPS25 and HEDIS26 was
considerably more straightforward in a shorter time frame
than achieving FFS. Under fully capitated care, the provi-
ders receive a fixed payment to cover all the health care
services needed by their patients. The financial impact of
adopting AI technology is relatively straightforward to
model here as one can quantify the financial benefit of, for
example, increasing physician productivity through the
adoption of autonomous AI.8 However, only a small num-
ber of providers and health systems currently operate
under such a fully capitated model.

MIPS and HEDIS are process-based VBC models that
reward the performance of specific care processes for a
certain fraction of a patient population. Their financial
impact, in the absence of a fully capitated model, is highly
discontinuous and therefore, more difficult to ascertain.
For example, for a health care system to meet MIPS mea-
sure 117, 80% or more of its population must receive an
annual diabetic eye examination25 — “closing the care
gap.” Below that 80%, the financial benefit of closing, for
example, even three quarters of that care gap is typically
zero. When the measure is met, its financial benefit
depends on multiple system-wide factors, such as meeting
care gap closures in entirely different specialties, although
it can be substantially higher per patient than FFS. This
discontinuity makes it more challenging to reliably fore-
cast the benefit of introducing new technologies, poten-
tially disincentivizing AI adoption.

The HCC/RAF financial impact is population risk based,
where reimbursement depends on the expected care
expenses in a population for specific diagnoses, and there
is a similar difficulty in assessing long-term financial
impact as with quality measures. To illustrate, incorporat-
ing diagnostic AI under HCC/RAF may initially increase
the number of patients with diagnosed cases of diabetic

retinopathy (HCC 18) and thereby, the expected expenses,
leading to higher reimbursement. However, if AI improves
clinical outcomes and reduces disease burden, this could
lead to a lower average risk in that same population and a
lower financial benefit over an uncertain time frame.
Finally, it is important to keep in mind that thus far,
despite its promise, the real-world impact of value-based
reimbursement in general on both cost and quality of care
has been mixed.27

A potential new financial approach could be derived from
the Medicare Part B model, which pays for drugs adminis-
tered in an outpatient setting on the basis of the average
sales price plus a markup. Here, health systems or profes-
sionals could purchase the rights to use AI, either up front
or on a subscription basis, and receive payment on the
basis of the average market price of the service plus a spe-
cified add-on, contingent upon CMS coverage of a particu-
lar CPT code. This model, which essentially splits revenue
between AI creators and users, could alleviate some of the
tensions of the FFS model, but it would not meet all of the
aforementioned criteria as it still carries the risk of overu-
tilization and incurs the time needed to create a new cate-
gory I CPT code for the AI service.

As a sample real-world case study of obtaining FFS and
VBC reimbursement for an AI service, let us consider
autonomous AI for primary care diabetic eye examinations.
Given that this AI was FDA de novo authorized to make a
diagnosis without physician supervision of that diagnosis,28

it is particularly well suited for implementation in under-
served regions, typically characterized by pronounced
racial, ethnic, socioeconomic, and rural health disparities.
In such under-resourced areas, a significant number of
patient encounters, particularly for populations covered by
state Medicaid, are billed as such because Medicaid cover-
age for it has become widely available,29 under the FFS
model. In addition, because this type of autonomous AI
has been qualified for closing care gaps under MIPS25 and
HEDIS26 metrics, reimbursement under a VBC framework
can be achieved. In fact, many providers are currently
using this type of autonomous AI primarily to improve their
MIPS/HEDIS scores, foregoing FFS billing. Some report
that per patient, the VBC reimbursement can be up to 10
times higher than the FFS reimbursement amount (per-
sonal communication to M.D.A., January 15, 2024, by
FQHC in California). Clearly, both FFS and VBC billing
are effective reimbursement mechanisms for this type
of AI.
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Thus, several strategies can facilitate adoption at scale
and maximize patient and health equity benefits. As Wu
et al.2 reported, FFS utilization under Medicaid, and VBC
utilization under MIPS/HEDIS (without FFS billing)
remain unrecorded in commercial payer claims data.

Exploring alternative pathways is not only valuable but
essential given the challenges of achieving reimbursement
for either VBC or FFS — a process that can be lengthy,
resource intensive, and subject to strict regulatory and
legal constraints. In the diabetic eye examination exam-
ple, as Abramoff et al.1 have shown, FFS may require
broad stakeholder support under an AI ethical frame-
work,14 and the creation of sustainable national reim-
bursement for PFS and OPPS by the CMS3,30 as well as
state-based Medicaid.29 For VBC, it may require genera-
tion of evidence of outcome improvement5 and updating
HEDIS and MIPS quality measure language to support the
use of the AI under consideration.31 A lengthy path delays
large-scale adoption and more importantly, delays the
realization of improved patient outcomes and health
equity. In the worst case, it can completely thwart these
advances as AI creators exhaust their resources.

Patients in desperate need of medical AI services rarely
have the luxury of time. So, how can adoption at scale be
accelerated? For example, the creator of an autonomous
AI to increase access to breast cancer screening (assuming
it has met the above guardrails, received regulatory clear-
ance and exhibits extensive scientific evidence of patient
benefit) — where no form of reimbursement is currently
available — may pursue both pathways: for FFS, devoting
resources to establishing a CPT code30 and then pursuing
CMS reimbursement and for VBC, creating evidence to fit
into the existing MIPS/HEDIS quality measure and HCC
category, even though pursuing all pathways in parallel
may be resource intensive for smaller start-ups. To our
knowledge, no other country’s health care system, includ-
ing single-payer systems, has worked out transparent, sus-
tainable reimbursement for medical AI, although some
Southeast Asian countries have used a procurement style
approach at the national level.32

In conclusion, as Wu et al.2 highlight, we are starting to see
widespread adoption of medical AI in health care. We illus-
trate how efficient reimbursement is critical to the scaled
adoption of AI. As novel reimbursement frameworks are
being discussed, we explain how, working with all health
care stakeholders, the existing pathways in FFS and VBC

can be leveraged by specific medical AI to achieve sustain-
able reimbursement. We also discuss the requirements for
improving existing and new reimbursement frameworks.
Ultimately, sustainable reimbursement will be key to scaling
adoption — and thereby, realizing the potential benefits of
medical AI to better health outcomes for all.
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